
Checkpoint 1.1. 
 

Offer ways of customizing the display 
of information 
 
3-Act Math 
3-Act Math is an inquiry-based strategy where students analyze a visual image with the 
three-part, story-telling structure (i.e., set up, confrontation, resolution) to demonstrate 
and solve a math problem. In Act 1, the teacher sets up a conflict or problem using an 
image (e.g., a time-lapsed photo of someone shooting a basketball) and poses a question 
(e.g. "Does the ball have the correct trajectory to go through the hoop?") During Act 2, 
students confront the problem by identifying what information and resources are needed 
in order to find resolution (e.g., mathematical formulas, mass of the ball). After students 
have developed a plan to solve the problem, the teacher presents key information (e.g., 
the height of the basketball hoop) and prompts the students to work in their groups to 
calculate an answer. For Act 3, the teacher provides resolution by revealing the answer, 
concluding with a student discussion about their experiences while solving the problem 
(e.g., strategies used, successes, challenges).  
 
Adapted Text 
Adapted Text is any text that has been changed from its original print format. This includes 
a variety of strategies to make traditional text accessible to students with a variety of 
learning styles. This may include presenting the text in a different visual manner (e.g. 
enlarged text), auditory (e.g. audio book) or simplified manner (e.g. abridged version).  
 
Big Books 
Big Books are enlarged versions of texts that allows an educator to implement Shared 
Reading -- sharing a common and intimate reading experience with a larger group of 
students. Shared reading and the use of big books are a research-based strategy that can 
help new readers and/or new readers in the language (i.e. ELL). Big Books often contain 
illustrations and repeated/predictable passages of text that facilitate comprehension and 
interaction.  
 
Bright Colored High Contrast Academic Materials 
Bright Colored High Contrast Materials are adjustments made to texts, materials, and the 
classroom environment that increases visibility between an object and its background for 
a student with vision loss (e.g., instead of black text on a white background, using colored 
text on black paper). Bright colors are used due to their ability to reflect light (e.g., red, 
yellow, orange, neon colors) and dark background colors are used to support depth 
perception. A teacher can offer a student a variety of Bright Colored High Contrast 
Materials to support focus and attention during reading (e.g., acetate filters, highlighters, 



reading strips, colorful sticky notes) and writing tasks (e.g., bold-line paper). These 
materials are also used to identify safety precautions (e.g., using bright colored tape to 
signify hot/cold faucet handles). This strategy allows a student with vision loss the ability 
to actively participate, making academic content and the classroom environment more 
accessible, while also helping the student build independence and maintain safety.  
 
Contracted Braille 
Contracted Braille (i.e., Grade 2 Braille and standard form of Literary Braille) uses 
abbreviations and a shorthand system of raised dot combinations (i.e., cells) in which 
single symbols are used to represent words, such as the letter “c” for ‘can’ or the letters 
“td” for ‘today,’ instead of the letter-for-letter translations as represented in 
Uncontracted Braille (i.e., Grade 1 Braille). Single symbols can also be used to represent 
common letter combinations (e.g., -ing, -er, -sh). This more advanced, short form of braille 
can be used to support students with varying levels of vision loss to read more quickly, 
and it also takes up less space on a page. Contracted Braille consists of 189 main 
contractions and is also the form that is most commonly used for books, signs in public 
places, and menus.  
 
FM Systems 
FM Systems (Frequency Modulation) are wireless hearing assistance devices in which a 
teacher wears a transmitter microphone that channels sound using radio waves to a 
receiver that a student wears (e.g., hearing aid, bone anchored hearing aid (BAHA), 
cochlear implant, other wireless receivers) in order to better identify and understand 
speech in noisy environments or from further distances. FM Systems allow students to 
differentiate important speech sounds, such as the teacher’s voice, from surrounding 
noise, which helps students better hear and respond to a teacher’s directions. FM Systems 
support students with hearing loss or a concentration related disorder, such as ADHD, or 
an Auditory Processing Disorder by improving the perception of speech in the learning 
environment.  
 
Cheat Sheet, Key Terms 
A glossary is typically a list of terms with definitions or an outline of concepts that have 
been identified throughout the lesson or unit. The glossary can be used as a quick 
reference by the student to supplement the learning as well as a study guide for a test. 
Students may also have the option of using the glossary during the exam depending upon 
the accommodations in the IEP and/or teacher preferences. The glossary can be student 
or teacher created.  
 
Modified Text 
Modified Texts are grade level reading passages that have been simplified both in 
language, length, and complexity to meet the instructional level needs of a reader. 
Modifications can involve altering the reading level of the text, summarizing the text using 
simpler terms, as well as adding images to add context and relevance. While adapted texts 
change how a student accesses reading material (e.g. Braille, enlarged text, less sentences 



per page), Modified Texts make adjustments to what is actually being read (e.g. simplified 
vocabulary, shortened passages, less complex sentences).  
Numbers Chart 
A numbers chart is a table that lists the numbers in numerical order (e.g. 1-10 first line, 
11-20 second line). There can be different kinds of specific numbers charts, such as a 
hundreds chart which contains the numerals from 1–100. These charts can help students 
identify numerals and the numerical order as well as establish patterns within the 
numbers (e.g. even numbers, counting by fives, tens, etc.). The numbers charts may only 
have the written numerals or may contain the numerals with a picture representation of 
the number of objects with each numeral (see above).  
 
Online Tools 
Educational websites and apps can support student engagement and provide 
individualized practice spaces to work on academic skills. Teachers may direct students to 
online templates, games, or software that support writing organization and spelling, 
provide screen-reading services, and promote literacy or numeracy. Computer work can 
be included in center time, incorporated into incentive systems, and used for individual 
and group projects.  
 
Peer Buddies 
A Peer Buddy is a student or group of students who support a student with a disability to 
enhance or facilitate positive peer interactions, increase opportunities for socializing and 
help the student understand and negotiate his/her social landscape. A Peer Buddy is 
oftentimes an ambassador for the student with the disability and helps the student 
interpret the environment around him and socialize with others.  
 
Physical Exercise Task Cards 
Physical Exercise Task Cards are strength building references in which students are 
provided visual signs that symbolize specific body movements that are ordered 
sequentially by the level of physical difficulty required (e.g., the most complex movements 
presented first, then scaled down using modifications to support individualized student 
abilities, such as a standard push-up scaled down to a knee bearing push-up). Physical 
Exercise Task Cards should be presented in a physical education setting at least twice a 
week to ensure student strength gains are increasing or maintained. These task cards 
should also be implemented at the beginning of the class to prevent injuries from mental 
or physical fatigue that may occur after a student exerts some energy. Physical Exercise 
Task Cards can also be applied in the classroom setting to support a student in releasing 
energy or peaking awareness. This strategy provides students with strength building 
variations and helps build physical stamina in order to prepare their muscles for everyday 
life skills.  
 
Reading Guide Strips 
Reading guide strips are practical assistive reading tools designed to help readers better 
see, focus and remember what they read. They usually look like ruler-sized strips with a 
tinted, transparent window that are placed over text that needs to be read to help kids 



focus on the text. They are intended to be used as an intervention for struggling readers 
to reduce word and line skipping and pattern glare, enhancing reading fluency and 
improving reading comprehension.  
 
Schedules 
A schedule is a list of activities, academic periods or academic tasks that is displayed in a 
vertical or horizontal structure in the classroom. Schedules are typically used in 
whole-classroom management to help students structure, organize and plan their 
academic day. In addition, some students may need a more individualized schedule to 
learn specific routines or complete academic tasks within the school day. Individualized 
schedules are usually within easy reach for the student and are visually accessible. 
Schedules can vary in simplicity and complexity. A multitude of visual supports (e.g. 
picture icons, analog clock, photos of activity) can be added to the schedules depending 
on the learning needs of the child or classroom.  
 
Visual Task Schedule 
A visual task schedule can help students learn basic classroom routines or the steps for 
completing specific academic and behavioral tasks. The schedule can have visual icons and 
text for each step in the classroom routine or academic task. The student refers to the 
visual schedule and can check off when he/she has completed the steps in the routine or 
remove the picture icon from the task schedule.  
 
Visual Cue Cards 
A cue card is a visual reminder of a specific social skill, classroom rule or appropriate 
behavior that the teacher has taught and expects the students to demonstrate during 
academic and non-academic times throughout the school day. Once a student or group of 
students has learned the skill or rule related to the cue card, the teacher may use the it as 
a non-verbal reminder to students of how to behave or complete a task. Visual cue cards 
can also be available for self-monitoring and supporting a student by using calming 
strategies for de-escalation or requesting time away from classroom activities.  
 
Visible Boundaries 
Visible Boundaries are highly visible lines that mark the limits of an area in which students 
participate in physical activities in order to improve fitness and give students confidence 
to move through a given space successfully and safely (e.g., using light colored cones, 
colored floor tapes, guided ropes, neon ribbons, rugs, or colored poly dots to mark 
boundaries). Visible Boundaries should be vibrantly colored to provide a bright contrast 
for students to visually reference. In the Physical Education (PE) setting, Visible Boundaries 
in the gymnasium are set daily to offer clear boundaries for different games and to 
provide safety precautions, specifically for students with visual impairments. Visible 
Boundaries can also be applied in the classroom setting to signify separate learning areas, 
such as outlined spaces for different centers or movement activities, which enhances the 
learning environment and allows students to improve their overall fitness by moving or 
playing freely in a specified area, while continuing to maintain safety.  
 



Uncontracted Braille 
Uncontracted Braille (i.e., Grade 1 Braille) uses basic raised dot combinations (i.e., cells) to 
symbolize each letter of the alphabet and number system, as well as main punctuation 
symbols. Cells consist of six dots in two vertical rows of three dots, and each dot in the cell 
is referred to by number for easy reference (e.g., on the left side from top to bottom, dots 
one, two and three; on the right side from top to bottom, dots four, five, and six). Most 
Uncontracted Braille is used for labeling or accessing small portions of text (e.g., labeling 
objects or the classroom environment) due to its relatively simple design, in contrast to 
Contracted Braille, which uses abbreviations and contractions to represent words. This 
system can be used to introduce braille to students with varying levels of vision loss in 
order to learn individual letters, as well as basic fluency and decoding skills. Once 
Uncontracted Braille is mastered, students will graduate to the Contracted Braille system.  
 
Tactile Bump Dots 
Tactile Bump Dots are physical indicators, such as raised circular dots made of plastic, that 
support students with vision loss to distinguish a specific area on an object by altering the 
height or texture of the surface (e.g., an enter key or spacebar on a keyboard, a lever on a 
soap dispenser, on/off buttons on an audio player). To use Tactile Bump Dots, a teacher 
first identifies the specific location on an object that the student most frequently needs to 
identify or access for classroom use. Next, the teacher strategically places a Tactile Bump 
Dot on the area to serve as an indicator (e.g., dot placed on a specific bin in the paper 
choice area to signify the Braille paper bin) or a point of reference for other closely placed 
objects (e.g., the “F” and “J” keys on a keyboard for finger placement while typing). Using 
Tactile Bump Dots provides students with the opportunity to easily identify items with 
independence. 
 
Sensory-Motor Prep 
Sensory-motor prep activities can help grease the wheels of learning, especially for 
students who have problems in sensory processing and/or motor planning. In addition to 
supporting the development of motor skills, sensory-motor prep can help students 
understand two-dimensional information and grasp abstract concepts by building neural 
pathways that improve sensory discrimination, body schema, spatial sense and movement 
awareness. Having these basics strengthened serves as a more substantial foundation 
from which students can approach more abstract information and make associations. For 
example, having a better sense of his or her own body in space supports grasping 
geometric shapes and space. Activities include movement (vestibular sensation), muscle 
and joint sensation (proprioception), touch (tactile exploration) and eye movement 
control (oculomotor coordination). Some of these activities can be incorporated right into 
lessons. 


